Katun® Performance™ Monochrome Toners for use in

Olivetti PG L2040
Printers
Katun PN: 43115 • OEM PN: See page 2

Katun introduces high quality
new-build toner cartridges for
use in Olivetti printers
The introduction of these Katun® Performance™ toner cartridges for use in the widely placed Olivetti PG L2040
machines adds to Katun’s existing product offering for use in Olivetti monochrome printers. These products provide
the ideal combination of cost savings and high-quality performance, with greater reliability compared to many other
aftermarket new-build toner cartridges. To enable full compatibility with managed print systems (MPS), these new-build
Katun® Performance™ cartridges come standard with a chip, just like the OEM cartridge.

Benefits:
u Toner Performance You Can Trust

These Katun® Performance™ new-build toner cartridges have been developed and rigorously tested to provide
outstanding image quality, image density, page yields and fusing performance. You’ll receive industry-leading
performance from these reliable, profitable, OEM alternatives.

u Reduce Your Supplies Costs and Increase Competitiveness

Every business, whether large or small, is looking for ways to gain a competitive advantage. These products
offer OEM-equivalent performance at a significant cost savings, which means you can improve your
profitability without sacrificing quality.

u Consistent Quality and Performance

These new-build toners are the result of Katun’s commitment to quality and provides the outstanding
performance and consistent print quality that is synonymous with the Katun® Performance™ brand name.

u A Growing Line You Can Count On

Katun’s line of products for use in Olivetti printers continues to expand with the introduction of these new,
highly anticipated toner cartridges. Olivetti dealers who have successfully utilized previous Katun® toner
cartridges because of consistent performance, high print quality and significant cost savings, will be equally
satisfied with these new Katun® toner cartridges which now include the RFID chip to allow for full MPS
functionality.
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Machine Overview
In 2009, Olivetti introduced the PG L2040 printers. These machines are ideal for a wide range of users, including
professionals, workgroups and departmental organizations. Productive and fast, these printers deliver print speeds up to
40 ppm and a 10.5 second first-print time.
Models

Speed (ppm)

Mfg Status

PG L2040

40

Discontinued

Product Characteristics
Models

OEM PN

Katun PN

Yield*

Chip

Priced per/sold in

PG L2040

TK-350
TK-350B
1T02LX0NL0

43115

15,000

Yes

Priced each/sold each

*OEM stated yield; actual yield may vary depending on machine application, machine condition and usage conditions.

Visit www.katun.com for more information regarding Katun®
monochrome and color toners for use in Olivetti printers and MFPs.
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